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COUNTER-terrorism police have moved to re-assure people after arrests were made in Keighley over the
weekend. Officers from Counter Terrorism Policing North East arrested five people on Saturday on

counter terrorism gov uk
Det Sgt Jon Stephenson, of Staffordshire Special Branch, told an inquest he agreed in hindsight that the decision
to allow the jihadi to travel to London without a police escort was a risk.

update from counter-terrorism police after keighley arrests
The British government is as have members of its UK affiliate Sonnenkrieg Division. A Sonnenkrieg Division
poster shared on the social network Gab (Counter Terrorism Policing North East

counter-terrorism officer admits force should have raised concerns about terrorist usman khan's visit
to fishmongers' hall event where he killed two cambridge graduates
The Government’s approach to counter proliferation is set out in the 2021 Integrated Review of Security, Defence,
Development and Foreign Policy (IR). This highlights the Government’s vision for the

atomwaffen division: uk to ban us-based neo-nazi group as terrorist organisation
THE Government of Jersey’s first national assessment examining the risks associated with terrorist financing has
now been published and concludes that there is no evidence that there are any domestic

counter proliferation programme strategy 2021 to 2022
A counter-terror police officer has agreed his team should have raised a concern about homegrown jihadi Usman
Khan’s visit to a prisoner education event, at which he killed two Cambridge University

a reminder of jersey’s role in the fight against international terrorism
The Counter-Terrorism Legislation Bill has passed its first reading and will now be considered by Parliament's
Justice select committee. "The

counter-terror police: we should have aired fears of usman khan’s london trip
TOUGHER sentences for the most serious terrorist offenders are at the heart of the UK Government’s overhaul of
its counter-terrorism measures, announced today, in wake of last month’s fatal

counter-terrorism legislation bill passes first reading
UK Chief of the Defence Staff Sir Nick Carter has reaffirmed the UK’s continued commitment to work with both
Afghanistan and Pakistan as partners in the fight against terrorism in the region, a

uk government overhauls counter-terrorism strategy with tougher sentences for terrorists
The Youth Justice Board (YJB) has appointed a new Chief Executive. Claudia Sturt will take up the role in May
2021 replacing Colin Allars, who recently announced his retirement. Chair of the Youth

uk supports afghanistan, pakistan fight against terrorism
Safety in custody statistics cover deaths, self-harm and assaults in prison custody in England and Wales. This
publication updates statistics on deaths to the end of March 2021 and assaults and

new yjb chief executive
The biggest shake-up of terrorist sentencing and monitoring in decades has been granted Royal Assent today (29
April 2021) – giving the courts, police and security services greater powers to protect

safety in custody quarterly: update to december 2020
Safety in the Children and Young People Secure Estate statistics cover assault, self-harm and deaths in the
Children and Young People Secure Estate in England and Wales.

longer jail terms and stricter monitoring as new terror laws gain royal assent
Laurence Lee is a Director General from the Foreign, Commonwealth and Development Office. He has served
overseas in Afghanistan and the Caribbean and has held a wide variety of policy roles including

safety in the children and young people secure estate: update to december 2020
The UK government paid £8,330 in November 2018 visit was Jarrín’s “participation” at an annual national
counter-terrorism exercise that rehearses the government’s response to a

laurence lee
New laws to ensure the UK builds back better and stronger from the pandemic will be unveiled in next week’s
Queen’s Speech.

revealed: the uk government campaign to force julian assange from the ecuadorian embassy
The French government on Wednesday unveiled a new counterterrorism official was killed inside her police
station in what authorities are investigating as a terrorist attack. In a news conference,

a new queen's speech to build back better from the pandemic
The report also called for the UK to adopt an ethical foreign Prevent is a strand of the British government's
counter-terrorism strategy that aims to “safeguard and support those vulnerable

france unveils new counter-terrorism bill that expands monitoring of extremist websites
MPs will work on bills to extend or cancel visas, approve spending for past budgets, counter-terrorism laws and
an increase in sick leave at Parliament this week

'end prevent': uk government faces new calls to drop counter-terrorism strategy
The British government has been accused of Atomwaffen Division: UK to ban US-based neo-Nazi group as
terrorist organisation Prosecutors seek 5-year term for ex-leader of neo-Nazi group

visas, budgets, and counter-terrorism laws before mps this week
A man who shared explosives and firearms manuals while expressing his far-right views online has been convicted
of terrorism offences.

atomwaffen division: uk government accused of ‘dithering’ over ban of neo-nazi terrorist group

man who ran far-right chat groups pleads guilty to 16 terrorism offences
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A number of packages containing pyrotechnic devices were posted as part of a plan to fraudulently claim
compensation.

christian chaplain in uk fired, branded a ‘terrorist’ for preaching to students about their religious
rights
Repeated blunders and unaccountable military interventions make it unlikely that civilians will trust or support
counter-terrorism operations the UN investigation's credibility, France’s

man who sent self-igniting packages across uk jailed
Footballers in Birmingham feel 'duped' after MEE reveals details about Home Office support for Muslim
tournament promoted in FIFA 21 advert

sahel counter-terrorism takes a heavy toll on civilians
Repeated blunders and unaccountable military interventions make it unlikely that civilians will trust or support
counter-terrorism operations France's government risks compounding deep

midnight ramadan league faces backlash over links to counter-extremism programme
It’s another thing to be fired from your job and reported to the government as a religious extremist and potential
terrorist for preaching a graciously worded sermon on sexuality in an allegedly

west africa: sahel counter-terrorism takes a heavy toll on civilians
A senior police officer has urged the UK to be on alert as terrorists could have a 'greater opportunity to operate'
as coronavirus lockdown restrictions are eased. Deputy assistant commissioner

preaching on sexuality gets man reported as potential terrorist
N3,' who government wrongly claimed was a Bangladeshi national, released without charge after being
questioned for 10 days by police

lifting lockdown 'will make it easier for terrorists to operate'
It is a problem that is starting to vex UK policy chiefs as the deadline There is now a serious risk that the gains
made in counter-terrorism over the last 20 years, at enormous cost, could

man unlawfully stripped of uk citizenship reunited with family after 4 years
A terrorist launched a deadly knife rampage while being monitored by “inexperienced, untrained” police officers
whose previous charge had planned a different terror attack, an inquest has heard. Usman

how can the west fight terror after leaving afghanistan?
The UK’s Integrated Review of Security The Integrated Review also reflects on the need for increased security
and counter-terrorism efforts in the Horn of Africa region, with the government

fishmongers’ hall terrorist monitored by ‘inexperienced, untrained’ police officers whose previous
subject planned an attack
The Christchurch Call to Action to Eliminate Terrorist and Violent Extremist Content Online “outlines collective,
voluntary commitments from Governments and online service providers intended to

the uk's integrated review: implications for africa-uk relations
Three men, a woman and a teenage boy have been arrested on suspicion of terrorism offences. Officers from
Counter Terrorism Policing North East arrested a 29-year-old man, a 30-year-old man and a

u.s. joins christchurch call to action to eliminate terrorist and violent extremist content online
US, British and Nato combat forces are leaving Afghanistan this summer. The Taliban are growing stronger by the
day while al-Qaeda and Islamic State groups are conducting ever more brazen attacks. So

five arrested in right-wing terrorism investigation at locations across uk
The UK Government acknowledges that Pakistan significant strategic deficiencies in their regimes to counter
money laundering, terrorist financing, and financing of proliferation.

afghanistan war: how can the west fight terrorism after leaving?
The government’s recently proposed changes to New Zealand’s counter-terrorism such as the UK-based
Sonnenkrieg Division, which was recently classified as terrorist by the Australian

uk wants pakistan to launch crackdown on militants
The first police officer in Britain to be convicted of a terrorism offence was jailed for more than four years on
Friday for belonging to a banned neo-Nazi group and possessing extremist material.

treating nz’s far right groups as terrorist organisations could make monitoring extremists even harder
A former probationary police constable has been jailed following a proactive investigation by the Met’s Counter
Terrorism Command. PC Benjamin Hannam, 22 (22.07.1998), of north London, was identified

uk ex-police officer jailed for belonging to neo-nazi group
Prime Minister Boris Johnson says the government's new Integrated Defence Review aims to make the UK
"stronger, safer and more prosperous". It will see the creation of a counter terrorism

former met officer found guilty of being member of terrorist group jailed
A man has been jailed for life for planning to commit a terrorist attack, as the Met’s Counter Terrorism
Commander urges the public to remain vigilant as coronavirus restrictions are eased. Sahayb

pm unveils new framework to deal with terrorism and crises
Middle East Eye exclusively reported on the UK government’s use of citizenship an advocacy group which
highlights the impact of counter-terrorism powers on Muslim communities.

east london man jailed for planning terror attack
With the intervention of the Christian Legal Centre in the United Kingdom, a Christian chaplain stood his ground
after he was accused of "being a terrorist," which led to his dismissal, for preaching
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